PROBLEM
High Costs

Human Trafficking

Fraud & Corruption

Threats to National
Security

Global Payment
Issues

Remittance services will be
provided through a localized
Migranet exchange network

MIG token will provide a
fraud-free, corruption free,
convenient and affordable
means to transact securely

SOLUTION
Migranet’s AI will assist
migrants with their
immigration application
process

Automation will significantly
reduce processing costs by
up to 90%

Migrants will have access to
verified and accredited
immigration practitioners

PROTOTYPE
Migranet’s machine learning
prototype for the skilled labor
immigration class was completed
on Feb 05, 2019
Over 1300 use cases were
applied and the accuracy of the
AI is currently at 90%

WHY BLOCKCHAIN?

BUSINESS MODEL

The following framework was
used to identify Migranet's
need for the blockchain:
• Provision of a predictable
process that can be
automated
• Value transfer that’s not
solely monetary
• Necessity of an immutable,
transparent record
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TECHNOLOGY

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

Blockchain

•Predictable, immutable and automated
records

Biometric
Identification

•Refugee verification that provides
identification merits
•Immigration application assessment to
identify the best solution for the
applicant

Machine Learning
& AI

FUND ALLOCATION

GO TO MARKET STRATEGY
Acquire the first 10,000 end-users through
marketing and partnerships with regional
immigration firms

INVESTOR CONFIDENCE

Develop MIG token exchange networks in target
countries so the MIG token can be bought with fiat
currency

Charge immigration counsel fees (permanent
residence, work permit, and other temporary
application fees)

License the Migranet platform to immigration
practitioners around the globe MIG token to be
used for global remittance services Reach 30% of
global immigration market share by 2025

Why participate in
token offerings or
buy tokens/altcoins?

According to the 2019 annual report from Coin
Schedule, 83.8% claim to have bought
tokens/altcoins “to profit from the investment”

How do we know
Migranet is not a
scam?

Migranet’s team and advisors consist of verified
attorneys from three law firms, data scientists,
recruitment professionals, immigration
practitioners, developers, and government
relations personnel. All have staked their
personal and professional reputations on their
public alignment with Migranet.

Is Migranet abiding
with regulatory
requirements?

Yes, Migranet is fully compliant within its
regulatory jurisdiction

How will Migranet
manage the red
tape?

Migranet platform’s automation will assist in the
application processes, however will not be
responsible for decision making on behalf of a
government
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